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FUSSAAQ AND ULAMA-E-SOO’ – BIRDS OF A FEATHER – UNDERMINING THE DEEN

A concerned Brother writes in agitation:

“Last night I watched the 3rd session of national quraan competition on itv.I was shocked to see
Qari Ayoob ishaaq (essack) as one of the judges.After the students completed their recitation
mufti menk called Qari saheb to offer advices etc.The entire programme was shown live on
tv.Thereafter they called mr enver (anwar) surtee to address the audience. Mr surtee is deputy
minister of education. As a haafiz when I first read taraweeh in 1992 one of the advices my
ustaadh gave was not to accept any money or gifts for performing taraweeh.At the end of the
programme they called mr surtee and 3 other men among them the ambassador of saudi
arabia to hand out gifts to every student as well as to each of the judges and to mr surtee.So
much of honour they gave to mr surtee who is clean shaven.Above that they gave the student
for coming out 1st in 5para category R2000. The student in 15 para category R4000.The
winner of 30 para category got R8000 plus a free umra trip which was sponsored by an
anonymous lady from saudi arabia.Things like these affect my heart.The mainstream ulema like
qari ayoob coming on tv and shaking hands and accepting gifts from faasiqs inside the
masjid.Mr Mohammed wadee (salafi) from saudi embassy was also praised for his efforts in
coordinating the programme. Please comment.”

(End of letter)

OUR COMMENT

Brother, your error or sin was to have viewed the haraam television. If you had not polluted your
eyes viewing the haraam show of fisq and fujoor, you would have saved your heart the agony of
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witnessing the rape and pillaging of Allah’s Deen and the Qur’aan Majeed by the
conglomeration of fussaaq and evil molvis and the like.

What you have witnessed, while lamentable, is not surprising. Rasulullah (sallallahu alayhi
wasallam) had predicted the enactment of such fisq and fujoor by the vile ‘ulama’ whose
occupation will be undermining the Deen and deviating the ignorant masses from Siraatul
Mustaqeem. They are the aimmah mudhilleen (the molvis who mislead). They are the tinders of
Jahannam. They are the ones who will circumambulate their intestines in Jahannam according
to the Hadith.

These fussaaq and fujjaar who sell the Qur’aan for the miserable jeefah (carrion) of the world
are those who pursue the dunya – who hanker after nafsaani and worldly objectives with the
a’maal
which are supposed to be for the Aakhirat. They beguile the community and they deceive
themselves with the hallucination that they are serving the Deen when in reality they are
undermining and destroying the Deen. Rasulullah (sallallahu alayhi wasallam) said:
“When a faasiq is praised/honoured, the Arsh shudders.” “He who honours a man of bid’ah, aids
in the demolition of Islam.”

Every act of the conglomerate of fussaaq, fujaar and ulama-e-soo’ which you have viewed on
the haraam television is treacherous. It is a betrayal of Allah, betrayal of Rasulullah (sallallahu
alayhi wasallam) and a betrayal of Islam.

The villainy and plunder of the Deen perpetrated by the fussaaq and fujjaar are Signs of
Qiyaamah. The Deen is manipulated and used as a toy for the attainment of base and evil
objectives. The vilest of the shayaateen in human form are these qaaris and molvis who are the
most treacherous devils in human form. They are mentioned in the following Hadith. Rasulullah
(sallallahu alayhi wasallam) said:

“Soon will there dawn an age when nothing will remain of Islam but its name. Nothing
will remain of the Qur’aan but its text.
The Musaajid will be populated (and adorned) whilst bereft of
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Guidance. The worst of the people under the canopy of the sky
will be the ulama. From them will emerge Fitnah, and the
Fitnah will rebound on them.”

8 Zil Qa’dh 1436 – 24 August 2015
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